# Submission of As-Built Score Calculations

Regulation 8 of the Building Control (Environmental Sustainability Measures for Existing Buildings) Regulations 2013 (Cap. 29)

**Commissioner of Building Control**  
Building & Construction Authority  
5 Maxwell Road #02-00  
Tower Block, MND Complex  
Singapore 069110

With a copy to the Building owner / Management Corporation  
[Name]  
[Address]

**INSTRUCTIONS**  
(1) Please refer to the Explanatory Notes attached before completing these forms via Green Mark (GM) e-Filing system.

## Section I (To be completed by Mechanical Engineer)

1. I confirm that I have been appointed under sections 22FB / 22FE(5) of the Building Control Act (Cap 29) as the Mechanical Engineer in respect of the major energy use change of the building herein described.

   - **Project Reference No.**
   - **GM Submission No.:**

   **Building name and address:**

   __________________________________________

   __________________________________________

   __________________________________________

2. I hereby declare that the major energy use change or parts thereof assessed and the numerical scores assigned to these building works or parts thereof using the scoring methodology specified in the Code for Environmental Sustainability Measures for Existing Buildings are correct. I further declare that the as-built Green Mark score submitted herewith complies with the minimum environmental sustainability standard under the Building Control (Environmental Sustainability Measures for Existing Buildings) Regulations 2013. The as-built Green Mark score for this building is ____________

**Name & Address of Professional Firm**  

**Name & Signature of Mechanical Engineer**

**Date:**

**Tel No.:**